A NOTE ON A THEOREM BY WITT 1
ROBERT M. THRALL

1. Introduction. Let F denote the free group with n generators and
let Fc be the cth member of the lower central series2 of F. Witt 3
has shown that QC = FC/FC+1 is a free abelian group with \f/e(n)
= (l/cj%2iJL(c/d)nd generators (the summation is over all divisors d
of c and JU is the Möbius ju-function).
The set of &th powers in F generates a normal subgroup Hk. Let
Fk = F/Hk and Gk>c = Fk/Fck+l. We shall call Fk the free k-group and
Gk,c the free k-group of class c. It is a consequence of Witt's result
that Fl/Ft+1, the central of GktC, is abelian and has at most \f/c(n) generators. In this note we show that if p is a prime greater than c, and
q = pa, then the central of Gq,c is of order qN where N=^/C(n). If the
prime divisors of k are all greater than c, an analogous result holds
for the central of Gk)C as a consequence of Burnside's theorem that a
nilpotent group is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups.
Let Mc denote the space of tensors of rank c over the GF[p]. A
homomorphic mapping of Mc upon the central of GPtC is set up and
enables one to apply the theory of decompositions of tensor space
under the full linear group mod p, to determine all characteristic subgroups of GPtc which lie in its central. This theory is applied to determine all the characteristic subgroups of GPtC for c<5 and a
multiplication table is constructed for GP,z.
2. Commutator calculus. 4 Let su s2, • • • be operators in any group
G and set sï2 = (si, s2) = s r 1 ^ 1 ^ and sX2.. .k = (si2.. .&-i, sk). si2.. .k is
called a simple commutator of weight k in the components $i, • • • , sk.
The group Gk generated by the simple commutators of weight k for
all choices of si, • • • , sk in G is called the &th member of the lower central series of G. If s(EGk but sÇ£Gk+1, then s is said to have weight k
in G.
For all Si, 52, S3 in G we have
(1)

(SlS2, ^3)

==

^13^132^23»

(Sl> S2S3) =

S13S12S123.

Let the weight of 51- be ai and set a = ai+ • • • +ak + l. The following relations are then true :
1
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For definition see §2 below or [4, p. 49].
3
[7, p. 153].
4
The relations in this section are either taken directly from Hall, Magnus, or Witt
or are immediate consequences of their theorems. See [4, 6 and 7 ] .
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^123 • • • kS2iz • • • k s I mod Ga,

(2)

Sm...**28i • • • kSsu •..k = I mod Ga,

(3)
(4)

(5i , 52 , • • • , Sk) = (^12...*)

mod G .

If now a — \—km, w = minimum (ai, • • • , ak) and P/3=IIô-ï^ /30 ,
j8 = l, • • • , k, it follows that
n

pi2...* = I I (^i-• ^) a i &'*' a h ^modG«.

(5)

3. The groups Fq. Let JF be the free group generated by su • • • , $ „ ,
and denote by #* the smallest normal subgroup containing the &th
powers of all simple commutators of si, • • • , sn.
LEMMA

I. Let q = pa, p any prime. Then sq(z:HqyJFp for any element

seF.
PROOF BY INDUCTION. The lemma is trivial for s of weight greater
than p — 1. Suppose the lemma true for all weight greater than c and
let ^ be of weight c. By the definition of weight, s can be written in
the form s = h • • • tmv0 where v0 has weight greater than c and the t%
are of weight c and are all simple commutators in sh • • • , sn. Then
by the fundamental expansion formula 5 for (PQ • • • ) x we have

S

= h ' ' ' tmVoVi • • • VjW

where wÇzFp and the vp are all of weight greater than c. By definition fpÇzHq and by our induction hypothesis VpÇzHqVJFp and so
sq&5q\JFp.
COROLLARY

I. Let s have weight c, for c<p. Then

sqG"Hq\JFc+l.

Set HqiC = HqC\Fc and Hq>c = HqC\Fc. Then we have
COROLLARY
LEMMA

II.

II. For c<p, Hq,cVFc+1 = Hq>cVJFc+\
Fi/I^1~F°/(F*+1UHq,e).

We note first that applying the second homomorphism theorem 6 to
Hall's formula 7 Fcq= (FC\JHq)/Hq we obtain the result Fca = Fc/Hq,c
(for all c). Now
6
See [4, formula 3.51 ] or [6, p. I l l J.
«See [2, p. 32].
7
See [4, formula 2.491] or [2, p. 119].
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FC/(FC+1 U Hq.e) c* (Fc/Hq>c)/([FC+1 U

Hq,c]/Hq,c)

^F:/(Fc+1/[Hq,cnFc+1])=Fcq/Fc;\
since
Hq>cr\Fc+l=HqiC+1.
SetQq = Fcq/FcQ+1.
THEOREM

I. For c<p, QcQis abelian of order qN,

N=\pc{n).
c

fa, • • • , fa is said to be a basis f or F mod Fc+l, if any
operator t of weight c can be written uniquely in the form t = IJ/?*0 where
DEFINITION.

eeFc+K
Evidently such a basis exists, and by Witt's theorem 8 k = N; and
we may choose the ti as simple commutators in the generators
Su - - • , sn. Let pi be the image in Q6q of ti. Then since the ti are a
basis for Fc mod Fc+1, any operator p £ Ç can be written in the form
p =IIPi* where Q^di<q. Hence the order of Qcqis at most qN for any c.
If the order of Qeq is less than qN there exists a relation I J p f = I where,
say, dj7*0.
If now p >c, this relation together with Corollary II and Lemma II
imply t h a t n ^ G # ^ U j F c + 1 ' o r 1 1 ^ = 1 1 ^ mod Fc+K Since the ti
are a basis for Fc mod Fc+1 this requires di — qei = 01 i — 1, • • • , N,
which contradicts the assumption that d3> and, therefore, dj — qej is
not divisible by q. Hence there can be no relation between the pi and
the theorem is proved.
COROLLARY

III. For p>c, G[tCis of order qmt
m = ypj(n) + • • • + ^ c (»),

j = 1, • • • , c.

4. Characteristic subgroups of G=GP,C. A large variety of characteristic subgroups of G can be obtained from the lower central series
by sequences of joins, intersections, and commutations. In G the upper and lower central series are identical ; in particular, the central C
( — Cp,c) of G is Gp. The central quotient group of G is GPtC-h and any
characteristic subgroup H of G is mapped into a characteristic subgroup H'=H\JC/C
in G, |C _i.
We say that K is a minimal characteristic subgroup (m.c.s.) of G
if no proper subgroup of K is characteristic in G. For G = GPtC, every
m.c.s. lies in the central. Indeed any normal subgroup of G must contain commutators of weight c and therefore must have an intersection
not equal to / with C. We turn now to the determination of all characteristic subgroups of G which lie in C.
8

See [7, Theorems 3 and 4, pp. 152-153].
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Let "A be any automorphism of G, and H any characteristic subgroup of G. "A induces an automorphism A (H) on G/H and an automorphism 7i [H] on H. If in particular H is G2, the commutator subgroup of G, then G/H is the abelian group of order pn and type
1, 1, 1, • • • . Let the generators of G be Si, • • • , sn, and let ti be the
image in G/G2 of sit Then A(H) takes the form /;—->// where

'/ = I I C

*<ƒ G GF[f],

| <*<,•1 9* 0.

Hence J itself must be of the form Si-+si where

To calculate 3" [C] we apply (5) with k = c. Since GC+1 = I, (5) is now
an equality and shows that A [C] is independent of the r»-. Indeed if
we set A = (an) we see t h a t the formal commutators s^ ...ic transform
like tensors of rank c, that is, according to A XA X • • • XA (Kronecker direct product with c factors).
Denote by Mc the whole space of tensors of rank c. It has dimension nc. The group Ac— \A XA X • • • XA } (c factors) is homomorphic to the group {A } of linear transformations, and hence Mc is a
representation space for {A }. Brauer 9 has proved the following theorem concerning the decompositions of this representation :
THEOREM II. If K is afield of characteristic p^O, the representation
Ac is completely reducible f or c<p, and it splits into irreducible parts in
exactly the same way as in the case of characteristic zero.

The mapping x^.-.^—^s^...^
(where of course products in C are
replaced by sums in Mc) establishes a homomorphic mapping of Mc
upon C and this mapping is preserved under the group Ac, that is,
C is also a representation space for the group Ae. Let C denote C
written additively. Then C = MC—WC, where Wc contains all tensors
whose image in C is identity. We call Wc the space of commutator
relations, Wc is evidently an invariant subspace of Mc under the tensor group and by Theorem I it has dimension nc—\f/c(n) if p>c. Because of the complete reducibility of the representation Ac we can
write Mc = Wc+Pc where Pc is likewise an invariant subspace of Mc,
and furthermore the decomposition into irreducibly invariant subspaces of Pc under Ac will be the same as that of C under the group
of automorphisms of G. (Pc is not uniquely determined by Wc but
its decompositions are.) Let Rh • • • , Rt be irreducibly invariant sub9

See [3, p. 867].
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spaces of Mc whose direct sum is P c , and let 7\, • • • , Tt be the corresponding subgroups of C. Then the following theorem expresses the
above arguments in group theoretic terms:
THEOREM I I I . Any minimal characteristic subgroup is isomorphic
to one of JTI, • • • , Tt and any characteristic subgroup K of G which lies
in the central is the direct product of the minimal characteristic subgroups which it contains. (p>c is assumed throughout.)

The number of characteristic subgroups in G is clearly independent
of the number n of generators provided that n^c. Hence to obtain
all characteristic subgroups of the set of groups GPtC with p>c we
need only consider those with n = c.
5. The groups Gp,z and Gp^. In this section we shall make use of
the decomposition into irreducibly invariant subspaces of the tensor
spaces Mz and ikf4. These can be readily obtained by a direct computation based upon the decomposition theorems of Mc in general. 10 We
suppose n = 3 in Ms and n = 4 in M\.
M3=^2i+^2,i+^22,2+^2z
in which the summands have dimensions 10, 8, 8 and 1 respectively. Wz = ^ 1 + ^ 2 , 1 +2^3 and hence Gp,z
has just one m.c.s., its central.
M\ = 2L,i + z-^2,1 + z-^2,2 + zj2,3 + ^ 3 , 1 + 7 ,3.2
+ ^ 4 , 1 + 2-^4,2 + 2-^4,3 + y ;5
in which the summands have dimensions 35, 45, 45, 45, 20, 20, 15,
15, 15, and 1 respectively. WA=J^i+^2t 1+^2,2 +^2z, 1 + ^ 3 , 2 + ^ 4 . 1
+2^4,2+X]5 a n d hence Gp,i has two m.c.s., one of which is its second
derived group. Let us denote these by D and E.
GPti has no proper characteristic subgroups and the only proper
characteristic subgroup of GPt2 is its central G2Pt2.
IV. The only characteristic subgroups of GPtz are the members of its lower central series.
THEOREM

Let H be characteristic in GPtz> Then if Hj*I or C, by Theorem III
HZ)C. H'=H/C
must then be Gp,2 or its central. In the first case
H = GPlz and in the second case H = G2Pt3.
V. The only characteristic subgroups of GpA are D, E and
the members of the lower central series.
THEOREM

It is easy to see that if a characteristic subgroup HZ) C then H is in
i° See for instance [l, Theorem 4.4D, p. 129].
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the lower central series. To complete the proof we show then that if
H^Cy H=D or E. Since H3>C, either H' = I; in which case HQ.C
and therefore H = f l or £ ; or H'~2)GzPtZ (by Theorem IV). It remains
now only to show that H'Z}GzPt 3 implies HZ) C. If now H'Z)GzPt 3, then
H\JCZ)GzPt± and hence for the commutator 5123 of weight 3 we have a
factorization Sm = hd where hÇzH and d(E.C (and so d has weight not
less than 4). Since H is normal (h, s±) = (sm'd~l, St)=Sm*Ç.H. But
the conjugates of S1234 generate C so that HZ) C contrary to hypothesis,
and the theorem is proved.
For the sake of completeness we give a multiplication table for
Gp,z. Applying the formulas of §2 and Theorem I we have for any
operator s of Gp,z a unique expression in the form
_^
$

A

S

y y ai y y aij ynr aijj y y auk ajki
x±_ $i JLX ^ii JLJL Sijj XJ[ Sijk $jki •
*<ƒ
*Vj
i<i<k

If now sc = sAsB, then applying the readily verified formula (s"t s§)

^sïisl^sïg^

we obtain11 (i<j<k)

C{ — di "t" Oiy

Cij — Gij -f" bi — biGjy

Cijj = Gijj + 6 i j j
(6)

biCaj,2

~T~ OjG j

£ƒ« = Gju + &ƒ« + (ljCbj,2
Cijk = dijk + Ô*jfc + 6/0** +
Cjki — a>jki + bjki + 6*ö ƒ A? +

OiOjGjj

— biG,
bicGij — biGjGk — bibjGjc —

bibkGjj

bjGik — bibjGu-
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For p = S, Sijj — Sju = I and Sijk — Sjki so that (6) reduces to formula 9 of Levi
and van der Waerden [5, p. 156].
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